May 2, 2016 – May 6, 2016

Please join the Webutuck PTA in thanking our Teachers for their Dedication to Education Excellence!
To participate during the week, here are few suggestions:

Monday, May 2
Bring your teacher a flower
- Real, homemade or pretend, together it will make for a beautiful bouquet

Tuesday, May 3
Compliment and thank a teacher or staff member
- A compliment or thank you can bring a smile to someone’s face and brighten any day!

Wednesday, May 4
Bring your teacher a piece of fruit
- Together it will make a yummy fruit basket

Thursday, May 5
Bring your teacher something you made
- Bookmark, card, drawing, poem, etc.

Friday, May 6
Bring your teacher a piece of candy
- Mints, chocolates, hard candy…..